SACRED MESSENGERS OF SHAMANIC AFRICA

SHAMANIC JOURNEY ITINERARY
March 14-28, 2022
Note: This is a tentative Itinerary and is open to change as spirit guides us. Each day there will be a morning and evening circle for
spiritual direction, connection, and communication of events. There will be daily group check-ins and several Dare’ Dream Circles.
Your Shamanic Guides are Carley Mattimore and John Malan,
co-founders of Aahara Spiritual Community of Venus Rising and
graduates of the White Lion Leadership Academy and Lionhearted Leadership Practitioner Training as well as Shamanic
Ministers and Master Shamanic Breathwork Facilitators.
Carley is a psycho-spiritual midwife for these evolutionary times
with over 30 years of experience as a Psychotherapist &
Shamanic Practitioner, a Shamanic Energy Healer (Shamanic
Reiki & Healing Touch) and is the co-author of Sacred
Messengers of Shamanic Africa: Land of ZepTepi.
John Malan is a mystic, deep thinker, poet, artist of life and lover
of dreams. John has trained in dream work with Jeremy Taylor
and Mandaza Kandemwa to help us weave together our African
Dare’ Dreaming for this trip.

March 14th, 2022
Arrival at TSAU! Welcome!

Opening Circle, meeting Linda Tucker, and a visit with the White
Lions in the range rovers at dusk before sitting down for a
delicious dinner!

Two of the wonderful staff who support us.

Checking in to our rondovals located in the middle of White Lion
land where you can hear the roars and feel them in your bones
during your dream time.

MARCH 15-20, 2022
Daily excursions to the White Lions
at dusk & dawn on White Lion Land.

Kruger National Park full day excursion

Camp out overnight under the stars and sense the energies of the nighttime!
Dinner and Campfire before settling into the magic of the bush.

Visit to one of the White Lion Schools!

Linda Tucker at the White Lion crystal statue.
Riverine Walk with Linda Tucker to the crystalline Sphinx that is aligned with
the Sphinx at Giza on the golden 31st Meridian

A delicious fruit plate!

March 20-22, 2022 Depart by bus to Margsol and settle into our
accommodations in Linda Tucker’s Family Home.
We will hold an Equinox Ceremony on the 21st!

Adam’s Calendar, an ancient 75,000+ year old astronomical calendar. We
will hike to the calendar where we will connect with this medicine wheel in
ritual.

Picnic lunch at Adams Calendar

A small, ancient sphinx resides just outside of the stone calendar.

Cereremonial walk to the Calendar

March 22, 2022
Arrival at Cape Town and onto the bus to transport us
to Monkey Valley Resort to settle in before we depart
for Table Mountain.
Deep in the Noordhoek Milkwood forest at the foot of Cape Town’s Chapman’s
Peak, Monkey Valley resort has an unparalleled view of the Noordeck beach
and nature reserve. It was built on an environmentally sustainable ethos to
preserve the natural beauty of the area. The décor is a wonderful eclectic mix
of oak, old carved Bali dark wood pieces, Victorian oak antiques, huge
comfortable couches, plantation chairs, warm natural stone in the hall, sunlight
pouring in through the old Cape Dutch windows to the North, deep windows to
the South looking out at continuous breakers.

Beautiful accommodations...

Free time to walk on the beach and swim

View of Table Mountain at Sunset.

March 23-25, 2021 Sacred Sites Tour with Dean Liprini

Dean Liprini, author of Pathways to the Sun. Dean will be connecting us with
the sacred land as we walk the chakras of the mountain.
“There is a great spirit at work, something magical and mysterious
awakening in the mountains at the southern tip of Africa – a reawakening of
the spirit of the ancestors, of their wisdom and respect for all of nature and
life and an honoring of the light.” - Dean Liprini, Pathways of the Sun,
Unveiling the Mysteries of Table Mountain and beyond.
This shows the male and female kundalini energy lines from Cape Point to
Table Mountain and the city centre. The first day we will start with the lower
heart chakra: the Crystal Cave of Ascension, in the center of Sun Valley. We
will feel the powerful energy field of the African quartzite-rich tunnel cave,
experience the healing energy inherent in the energy field – There will be
healing sessions and meditation to connect with the rebirthing energies of the
site.

Views from Ascension Cave:
“The sacred Tunnel Cave/Cave of Ascension is female, with its tunnel
configuration representing the female womb and birth canal. It also forms
one of the earth energy nodes of the ‘spine and chakra’ system of the Cape
Peninsula - representing the lower heart chakra. A hand-polished rock at the
entrance shows the use of this cave for spiritual and fertility rituals.

After lunch we will travel to The Pyramid with the all-seeing eye, the
masculine marker for the solar plexus or third chakra in the Peninsula
system, almost directly opposite the female Tunnel cave. It is a huge
triangular sandstone marker and has a hole – the all-seeing eye – right
through the apex of the triangle (much like the all-seeing eye on the apex of
the pyramid on the one dollar note!). We will meditate to connect with the
special energies of this site. And the adventurous can climb up the steep
rock to look through the all-seeing eye. One can clearly feel the activation of
the third eye chakra too.

We will also visit several sacred caves where many Sun and fertility rituals
have taken place including Hippo rock and ancient birthing cave, where we
will meditate and ‘birth’ ourselves ready for this new incarnation of ourselves.
We will have a picnic lunch to enjoy and physically replenish our bodies.

We will walk down to Diaz beach where the female and male energies of the
Cape Peninsula have their last land embrace at the lower base chakra. We
will see the pelvic rock formation (noticeable on the picture below) and
Bellow’s Rock in the Atlantic Ocean, where the tail tips of both the female
and male anchor the core energy meridian of the primal base chakra. We will
do a water ceremony here.

We will drive down to Cape Point and enter the Nature Reserve.

March 25, 2022, Depart from Monkey Valley
Lodge and drive via Paarl to Barrydale to Terry de
Vries’ Retreat Center.

On the way we will visit the acclaimed Kirstenbosch
National Botanical Gardens

An Eland, regarded as a holy animal by the ancient peoples, and other wild
animals as this is inside the Cape Point Nature Reserve.

And also the famous Paarl Rock ‘sister of Table Mountain’,
the second oldest granite outcrop of its kind on the planet. We
will hike up to the Hippo rock and ancient birthing cave,
where we will meditate and ‘birth’ ourselves ready for this new
incarnation of ourselves.

March 25 - 28, 2022
Arrive at Kamala Retreat Sanctuary
with Terry de Vries

After a full day, we will arrive at Kamala Retreat Center and settle into our
shared accommodations (it’s about a 2-hour bus ride from Paarl). Welcomed
with tea and a light snack.

Our amazing Transformational Facilitator Guide Terry de Vries is the founder
of the Kamala Retreat Sanctuary. When she is not walking labyrinths, she is
creating sacred labyrinths all over the world. Terry is also a Yoga Practitioner
and Master Shamanic Breathwork Facilitator with Venus Rising Association.

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner are all provided here in the beautiful Kamala
Retreat Center.
Note: We will continue with our daily group check-ins and at least one
morning Dare’ Dream Circle. There will also be a morning Yoga class.

Entry Way to Kamala! Notice who is welcoming us as we walk in the door!
Mandla, the White Lion from Tsau!

Note: The retreat is undergoing renovation! These photos will be updated
when the renovations are complete.

Included in this portion of our trip will be a Shamanic Breathwork, and then
walking the Labyrinth with Sound Healing, Fire Ceremony and Water Ritual
co-facilitated by Terry de Vries, Carley Mattimore and John Malan.

Retreat Room for Shamanic Breathwork and Yoga.

One of the guest bedrooms.

We will be walking our intentions to integrate the
experiences of our Shamanic journey and
Breathwork into an intention for healing and
transformation for our own lives as well as the
world.

Terry at the entry way of the Labyrinth.

Fire Ceremony

This part of our journey is a deep synthesis of our time together
culminating in a clearer vision, strength, and a deeper relationship with the
sacred feminine.

On March 28, 2022, we will hold our Closing Circle and Goodbyes for this
amazing adventure of a lifetime.
We will then depart for the Cape Town Airport (about a 3-hour drive) for
our flights back home!

